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Santa Barbara SC Release: Coaching Education  
 
Re: Meaningful Games Approach 
 
By Gregory Wilson 
Santa Barbara SC, Director of Coaching 
@CoachGregWilson 
FOLLOW: SBSCDOC Instagram |  Twitter |  Facebook  
 
This document is designed to improve communications by the Director of Coaching, 
Age Group Coordinator and the Head Coaches in order to enhance the gameday 
environment and long-term success of our teams. As a part of inner club games our 
staff and membership must take the following into consideration: 
 

• The coach’s approach to what is important 
• Team and age group communication, during proceeding week of training 
• Managing parent expectations, pregame communications 
• Honoring the game mentality, how do we celebrate- scoring  
• The ‘Big Picture’ focus (outlined below) needs to be communicated 
• It is less about the team and more about the club 

Santa Barbara SC player development age group modeling allows (if and when 
possible): 

• For as much fluid play within training (games when possible) as opposed to rigid 
team alignment.  We recognize the different rates of physical and technical 
maturation of young players.   

• Fluidity with players within respective teams. We allow for a positive 
developmental environment.  Development in isolation amongst our youngest 
teams can be detrimental to young players’ development.  

•  Allowing players a chance to learn from and measure themselves against 
stronger players. For the stronger players, the opportunity to demonstrate skill 
and gain confidence is a positive. 

Here are a few ideas for how we will continue developing players within our tiered club 
system when playing other Santa Barbara SC teams and/or against teams or opponents 
from a different tier of play.  Once you know a win is secured (depending on age level 
this may or may not be a factor or the club emphasis), the sooner you consider a few of 
the below options, the greater the chance of helping develop players on both sides of 



 

 

the ball, while decreasing the risk of teaching our players bad habits.  A lot is common 
sense but here are a few ideas. 
 

• Provide significant minutes and potential starts to players within the team who 
are not usually provided these opportunities. 

• Adjust playing positions.  Move attacking players to defensive positions and vice 
versa.  

• Slightly change formations and/or roles. Demand build out and insist playing 
through lines.   

• Change Tactics. You can only score off a cross or drop your line of confronting 
an opponent at the top of the circle, midfield, or even bottom of the circle 

As a club we do recognize the social benefit of team identity or team- building that can 
be a positive to the players’ experience.  The key, therefore to playing inner club games 
within a tiered club system and the entire concept is keeping the ‘Big Picture’ in mind 
while finding the BALANCE between individual player, team, age group and club 
development.   

 


